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MindShine Technologies, product TIVA, the interactive voice assistant, is revolutionizing the way school districts
access and share data. Built and designed for the K-12 education sector, this is a safe and new way to allow everyone
access to the data they need to make decisions, respond to emergency situations, and simply share data to a larger
audience with little to no lengthy product and report writing training.
TIVA is built using artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) technologies, which enable it to understand
natural language and respond to queries in real time to any device.   Using this technology allows school districts to
change the way traditional search and reporting engines run in K-12 software.
How does it do that?
Simplify Data Access:
TIVA requires only a device with a speaker and a secure connection to any K-12 database.  Simply Just Ask your data
a question.  Simple and complex questions are asked, and data is sent directly to the device of choice.  No report
writing, no professional development to learn where and how to retrieve the data from the source system.   Ask a
question that crosses databases, reduces the time and resources, removes the complications of multiple product user
interface differences and increases the time to retrieve the data needed.
Customized Reporting:
TIVA can generate customized reports based on the specific needs of the school district.  Reports can include metrics,
student performance, demographic information, attendance data emergency contacts, any data in a database can be
rendered directly to a device and can include graphs, charts, and exportable PDF’s.
Data Security:
TIVA operates using data security from the data source.  Protecting the rights and privileges and permissions to
increase the risk of data breaches and unauthorized access.   TIVA allows a district to use the technology in a
controlled and secure environment, allowing exploration of AI and natural language processing without the fear and
concerns so recently shared with AI in education.
Collaboration:
TIVA can improve collaboration between school districts, within departments, community and even states.  By making
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collaboration a safe environment is created to allow conversations to occur that might not have been possible in the
past.  Extending controlled data access to anywhere a device is available increases the number of stakeholders who
can get access to the data.
Increased Efficiency:
TIVA will improve the process of getting the data to the right person and will do with it by automating repetitive tasks
and removing a single focus of data requests from one department, often one person.
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